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New edition of this highly controversial and campaigning book that reveals the truth about the pills

and procedures your doctor prescribes and offers proven alternatives for diagnosing, preventing

and treating many illnesses. Includes updated information on all the most recent health issues -

vaccination, HRT, Viagra, IVF and more. Every year, 1.17 million British people - a population the

size of Birmingham - are put in a hospital bed by a medical procedure gone wrong. And 80% of

most of the treatments we take for granted have never been scientifically proven to work. In this

groundbreaking book, leading health campaigner Lynne McTaggart reveals the real secrets of

modern medicine. Extensively revised and updated, this new edition tackles some of the most

worrying health issues of recent years.For example, did you know:* Statin drugs, the new miracle

cure for high cholesterol, are causing a heart failure epidemic?* SSRI drugs - now come with a

black box warning about suicide risk to children* HRT, touted as the most important preventative

treatment for all the diseases of female old age, actually causes heart disease, dementia, strokes

and cancer?* IVF could be causing cases of breast cancer?* The statistics about illnesses

prevented by vaccination are vastly overplayed?* Viagra, the great white hope of male impotence,

has caused a rash of sudden deaths and is effective, at most, only half the time. What Doctors Don't

Tell You gives you all the information you need to take your health into your own hands, exposing

the true dangers of conventional medicine and offering up-to-the-minute, scientifically proven

alternatives for diagnosing, preventing and treating many illnesses.
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'Rings the alarm bells on procedures well before they become the stuff of national panic.' Observer

'The ultimate almanac by a pioneer and innovator in the field of health ... Engaging, provocative and

a must-read for all.'' Dr Gillian McKeith `A mine of subversive information...irresistibly argued. Lynne

McTaggart is a very big thorn in the side of the medical propaganda machine.' DR KEITH MUMBY,

author of The Allergy Handbook `A hugely impressive book, and the finest critique of modern

medical practice I have yet read. Lynne McTaggart takes a scalpel straight to the heart of

medicine's most cherished dogmas. Essential reading...' PETER COX, health campaigner and

bestselling author 'A fascinating and well-researched expose.' Patrick Holford 'Lynne McTaggart

has done the public a huge service by highlighting modern medicine's major failings in this book.

Reading it will help ensure that we can make more informed choices about the healthcare we

choose.' Dr John Briffa

Since 1989, award-winning journalist Lynne McTaggart has shaken the British medical

establishment and earned the loyalty of many thousands of readers as editor of her monthly

newsletter, `What Doctors Don't Tell You'. She has written a book of the same title and is now

researching further into alternative and vibrational medicine. She lives in North London.

GOOD info!

It is recommended that women "prevent" breast cancer by subjecting the breasts yearly to

mammography radiation, when radiation causes cancer.Men with slow growing and potentially

non-life threatening prostate cancer are aggressively treated with radiation as well, when radiation

has been proven to cause cancer.We are put under heavy anesthesia, inducing a unnaturally deep,

deadening sleep, and have our bodies probed with metal instruments just to "prevent disease" even

though we show no symptoms.We take strong drugs, often with heavy side effects, to "prevent

disease", or to treat conditions that could be addressed by nutrition, supplements, emotional

counceling or regular exercise.Back pain is treated by injecting steroids (heavy duty drugs with

dangerous side effects) directly into the spine.We are told that women going through menopause, a

natural process, are experiencing an hormonal "imbalance" that needs to be "corrected" by

administering hormones in doses far greater than the body would ever produce on its own.Pregnant

women are told to have a large needle inserted into the womb on a during healthy pregnancy, to

verify her baby is "developing normally".Much of modern medicine is deadly overkill. This book



vindicates those of us who have had the idea that many modern medical treatments and

"preventions" are an invasive affront to simple common sense.

I love the way this book exposes the myths of modern medicine that give assurance to us all that

doctors can properly diagnose/cure everything that afflicts us except "that one particular ailment that

brought us to their office on that particular day"....This book covers every fallacy from scans, grams,

probes etc. and what the true odds of each procedure will be to discover and cure what ails us.

Purchase this book only if you want the truth from a neutral third party. The AMA is definitely not

going to recommend it!

This is an older book. I gave it as a gift, but glanced through it first. Some of the things are outdated

such as having mercury in your teeth fillings. Dentists haven't used mercury for quite sometime.

Also, there were a few other things such as that which have changed since the book was written,.

The book still has some interesting things to read about if you like this subject.

Very good info

If you have health issues it has good info to help you get answers out of the doctors. ALWAYS ask

for copies of your blood work & look it up yourself online when you get home.

To tell the truth I haven't read all of it myself yet but I have it sitting out and other people have been

reading it. Some people thought that it was an eye opening book. Others said that although it was

interesting they personally needed to trust their doctor because of their professional training. The

combined responses along with what I have read tell me that McTaggart has written a readable and

informative book. There is plenty of information for those who want to take more responsibility for

their own health. But she does not resort to scare tactics or sensationalism. In short she is a good

reporter and journalist.

BEST BOOK I HAVE READ !!! I HAVE ORDERED 3 MORE TO GIVE TO FRIENDS. A MUST FOR

EVERY BOOKSHELFLOVE IT..........
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